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Урок по теме «Искусство» (7 класс)
Teacher: Neudakhina N.V.

TOPIC: POPULAR ARTS
Form: 7
Level: intermediate
Skills: speaking , listening , reading
Language focus : "Popular Arts" vocabulary, social English "Making offers"; the Subjunctive
Mood
Time : a lesson
Materials: hand - outs, students' project works, pictures on the topic, a cassette
Aims : l) to practice making reports and dialogues on the topic;
2) to organize group work reading the text;
3) to widen the students' scope.
Procedure :
1. WARMING-UP.
1.1. "Art is long , life is short"
Discussing the saying and the role of arts in people's lives.
1.2. Making the list of arts.

Arts

1.3. Matching the names of arts with their descriptions.
2. SPEECH PRACTICE.
2.1. Art Fair
T: Let's listen to our experts in
- literature
- architecture
- cinema
- music
LL: I prefer... to other arts.
I wish I read more interesting books
visited a lot of different cities went to
the cinema more often listened to
various music.
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If I had more time / money were
a grown - up had a car
I would read / see / listen ...
2.2. Dialogues

Make an offer
expressing your
preferences
Refuse it
explaining
the reasons
Express your
regret and
make another
suggestion

Accept the
suggestion

3. RELAXATION

T: Listen to several extracts of different music styles. What music styles do these extracts
belong to?
Read the words after me.
psychedelic rock ( Pink Floyd) reggae
(Bob Marley)
punk rock
rock'n'roll (Elvis Presley)
techo (Prodigy)
4. WORKING WITH THE TEXT
Group work
4.1. This is a story of pop music but the paragraphs are mixed up
Decide in what order they should follow.
4.2.
Complete the sentences using information from the text.
1. Pop songs tell us about...
2. Pop appeared, in fact, at the time...
3. The 60's were a time...
4. The music was loud and unmusical ...
5. The 80's gave us a new kind of music...
6. He was a brilliant dancer...
7. Rap like punk in the 70's was...
8. The only thing that hasn't changed ...

4.3.

Complete the table.
50's
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5. SUMMING UP.
Thus you have worked well today your marks are...
Hw : write a postcard
do a test on popular arts

Sample postcard
Dear...,
I read/saw/ heard... yesterday. It was great /enjoyable/ original /amusing/
fascinating. lt is worth reading /seeing/ listening to!
Yours,...

